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Abstract: Mechanical performance evaluation of a new disc spring-cable counter pressure shock
absorber is focused on in this study. The proposed shock absorber is always in a compressive working
state with energy dissipation capacity under both tension and compression loadings. The design
formulas of its axial bearing capacity, vertical stiffness, deformation energy of the shock absorber were
derived, and the corresponding specific design process was provided in detail. Experimental and
numerical investigations of the mechanical performance were conducted under static and dynamic
loadings. The parameters influencing the laws of the mechanical performance of the shock absorber,
including loading frequency, pre-compression deformation and loading amplitude, were investigated.
The rationality of the proposed shock absorber was firstly verified through comparative analysis
using experimental, numerical and theoretical calculations. The shock absorber with a friction
coefficient of 0.005 between disc springs, and a friction coefficient of 0.3 between the disc spring
and cover plate has the smallest error between experiment and theory for the flattening force. The
bearing capacity of the shock absorber exhibits a linear relationship with the loading displacement
in static loading. In dynamic loading, however, the bearing capacity shows a trend of slow growth
followed by rapid growth. The energy dissipation capacity of the shock absorber shows an increase
with the increase of loading displacement. The minimum equivalent damping ratio of all of the
dynamic test cases is 7%, with a maximum up to 15.3%. Under the same loading frequency, the
equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio have a linear amplification trend with the increase
of pre-compression deformation, and the maximum increase of equivalent stiffness is equal to 41.37%.
Under the same loading frequency and pre-compression deformation, the energy consumption
capacity can be improved by increasing the loading amplitude.

Keywords: disc spring; shock absorber; mechanical performance; energy dissipation; experiment

1. Introduction

When earthquakes break out, the seismic effects on buildings and related structures
are not only horizontal, but also vertical. However, during the earthquake process that
people have been experiencing, the horizontal action is far greater than the vertical action,
thus ignoring the harm of vertical action. However, a large number of facts have proven
that vertical earthquakes in high-intensity areas (especially epicenter areas) can also bring
huge economic losses, threaten people’s safety, and bring harm to society that cannot be
underestimated [1,2]. Among the 30 seismic records obtained during the 1979 Imperial
Valley earthquake in the United States, the average ratio between vertical and horizontal
peak acceleration was 0.77. What is more, the average ratio of 11 records near the fault
was 1.12, with the maximum ratio reaching 2.4 [3]. The record of maximum vertical and
horizontal ratio exceeding 1.6 was found during the Northridge earthquake in the United
States and the Hanshin earthquake in Japan [4]. In 1957, Qian proposed at the first national
seismic conference in China that the vertical seismic motion was the main cause of damage
to certain brick chimneys [5]. Yin et al. [6] conducted response spectrum analysis on the
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acceleration of the horizontal and bidirectional components of earthquakes, and found
that the vertical effect of near-field earthquakes is significantly higher than that of far-field
earthquakes. In addition, such phenomena as objects being thrown from the ground in
the near-field earthquake area also occurred from time to time, such as the Wenchuan and
Ya’an earthquakes in China [7], and the Türkiye earthquake this year. It can be seen that
vertical seismic ground motion and structural vertical seismic response have attracted
widespread attention from scholars at home and abroad.

Hason et al. [8] developed novel models to forecast PGA in case of the Iraqi database,
which utilizes the particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach. A consistent prediction of
PGA can be obtained by the proposed PSO models with a high degree of accuracy. Through
comparative analysis of a large number of earthquake records, Xin [9] found that vertical
seismic action can have a significant impact on buildings, and explained the importance
of vertical seismic action in seismic analysis of structures that cannot be ignored. Li &
Xue [10] conducted research on the isolation mechanism and vertical isolation devices, in
which the relationship between the vertical stiffness and characteristic frequency of input
excitations is established, and the formula for stiffness in the vertical direction is developed.
Han & Zhou [11,12] analyzed 94 sets of earthquake records in Sichuan, Gansu, Shaanxi,
and other regions during the Wenchuan earthquake, focusing on studying the vertical and
horizontal peak accelerations, acceleration response spectra, and predominant periods.
This research found that the average ratio of vertical and horizontal peak accelerations
is 0.58, and about 30% greater than 0.67. Ahmedelgamal et al. [13] conducted near-field
and far-field response spectrum analysis on 111 free field strong earthquake records in
California, and found that the top of the structure has a significant amplification effect when
considering vertical ground motions. Wu & Tan [14] synthesized the near-field vertical
ground motion of the Fukuoka earthquake in Japan, and compared the synthesized results
with the observed records, which found that the difference in peak acceleration between the
two is not significant. Dang et al. [15] studied the seismic response of multi-layer isolation
structures, showing that vertical earthquakes amplified the vertical seismic response. The
top peak accelerations of the non-isolation and isolation structures were 0.095 m/s2 and
0.107 m/s2, respectively, with an increase of 12%. He & Ding [16] took the Shanghai Center
Tower as the research object, and studied the axle–weight ratio of the giant column and
the core tube, the internal force response and acceleration response of the outrigger truss
and the ring truss under the vertical seismic action. The results showed that the vertical
seismic response of the structure gradually increases with the increase of the structure
height. Li [17] studied the impact of vertical seismic force on the seismic performance of
different structural forms of bridge piers based on Midas Civil platform. It was found
that the main impact of vertical seismic force on bridge piers is to weaken their strength,
while the impact on pier top displacement is relatively small. Castiglioni & Kanyılmaz [18]
studied the seismic protection effect of the vertical isolation devices on ancient statues in
a base isolated museum building, which showed that the ancient statue can be protected
efficiently against three dimensional earthquake excitations using suitable isolation devices.
Zhou & Sun [19] conducted structural response spectrum analysis on building structure
of the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant in Japan, indicating that the peak acceleration
recorded near the foundation is greater than the design basis seismic motion, and isolation
structures may amplify the vertical seismic effect.

In recent years, disc springs have been increasingly favored due to their central
self-resetting ability and convenient application in vibration control of different types
of engineering structures [20–22]. Almen & Laszlo [23] derived calculation formulas of
uniform-section disc springs to aid the designer in arriving at suitable characteristics by
choice of spring geometry. Since then, many scholars have conducted further in-depth
researches. Zheng [24] proposed a correction calculation formula for the disc spring consid-
ering the friction between the discs based on the Almen–Laszlo research. Zhang [25] used
experimental data and LS-DYNA simulation data to test the hypothesis proposed by Almen
and Laszlo during the formula derivation—“the disc part of the diaphragm spring only
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has rigid rotation without bending deformation after being subjected to external loads”,
and obtained a conclusion that contradicts this hypothesis with reality. Ozaki et al. [26]
proposed a more simplified calculation method for the force and deformation of the disc
spring based on the principles of energy equivalence and friction, and verified the correct-
ness and rationality of this method through finite element simulation and experimental
comparison. Sun [27] tested the combination disc spring under continuous loading and
loading-unloading test methods, and compared the load-displacement curve of the disc
spring with the simulation results of the traditional Almen–Laszlo formula, verifying the
rationality of the traditional calculation method. Fawazi1 & Lee [28] also proposed an im-
proved method for calculating the load-displacement of the disc spring by considering the
radial rotation side of the disc spring in the form of energy method, and verified it through
finite element and experimental comparison. Xu et al. [29], and Mohamed et al. [30] studied
the mechanical behavior and failure mechanism of pre-compressed composite disc springs.
The results showed that the disc springs exhibited good center self-resetting performance
and energy dissipation capacity. Dong et al. [31] proposed a novel self-centering buckling
restrained brace (SC-BRB), which consists of a square outer steel tube, a group of disc
springs, a steel core and so on. The results showed that the SC-BRB exhibits a flag-shaped
hysteresis response with a small residual deformation and a moderate energy dissipation
capability. Fan et al. [32] assessed the seismic performance of pre-pressed spring self-
centering energy dissipation (PS-SCED) braces in comparison to conventional steel-braced
frames (CSBFs) and buckling restrained-braced frames (BRBFs). Results showed that the
PS-SCED braces reduced the residual deformations more effectively than the BRBFs and
CSBFs. Carrella et al. [33], and Kovacic et al. [34] obtained the characteristic of the system’s
dynamic stiffness approaching zero by combining a spring in an inclined device to form a
quasi-zero-stiffness system. Guerreiro et al. [35] designed a new safety chair, provided with
shock-absorber systems and auxiliary retaining devices, to keep the occupants properly
seated and safe under life-threatening earthquake risk.

In this study, based on the characteristic of the disc spring, a new vertical disc spring-
cable counter pressure shock absorber (DSCCP shock absorber) was proposed. The new
DSCCP shock absorber is always in compression motion and causes energy dissipation,
regardless of whether the shock absorber is in a compression or tension working state.
The vertical bearing capacity, vertical stiffness, deformation energy, equivalent stiffness,
and equivalent damping ratio of the new DSCCP shock absorber were firstly investigated,
and the design process was developed. Secondly, combined with a finite element model,
static and dynamic performance analyses were carried out to obtain the equivalent stiffness
and equivalent damping ratio of the new shock absorber under different cases of loading
frequencies, pre-compression deformations, and loading amplitudes. Finally, mechanical
performance tests were further conducted to verify the rationality and effectiveness of the
proposed new DSCCP shock absorber under static and dynamic loading conditions.

2. Design of the DSCCP Shock Absorber
2.1. Design Principle

The DSCCP shock absorber mainly consists of disc springs, steel cables, cover plate,
sleeve and so on, which work together to resist vertical seismic action. The basic structural
diagram is shown in Figure 1. The innovative ideas of the DSCCP shock absorber are
as follows: (1) when the absorber is under pressure, sufficient vertical stiffness can be
provided to withstand the weight of the upper structure and meanwhile deformation
energy consumption can also be produced to dissipate seismic input energy, meaning
it plays a buffering and energy-consuming role. (2) When a structure experiences an
overturning effect and the shock absorber is in a tensile state, the steel cable fixed on the
upper floating pressure plate starts to work, namely, pulling the lower floating pressure
plate so it moves to the upper floating pressure plate. Obviously, when the shock absorber
is in a pressure working state, it has sufficient vertical stiffness to bear the load of the
upper structure. At this time, the disc spring group undergoes deformation and energy
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dissipation due to compression motion. When the shock absorber is in a tensile working
state with upward motion, the lower floating plate moves to the upper floating plate by
the action of the steel cable, because the steel cable is fixed on the dynamic pressure plate.
Obviously, the disc spring group also undergoes compression deformation due to the action
of the steel cable, which also generates energy dissipation. Therefore, regardless of whether
the shock absorber is in a compression or tension working state, the internal disc spring
group generates compression motion and consumes energy, which is the main innovation
of the proposed DSCCP shock absorber.
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2.2. Key Parameter Calculation and Design Process
2.2.1. Axial Bearing Capacity

When using a combination of disc springs, the influence of the frictional force between
the disc springs must be considered. The magnitude of the frictional force depends on
the method of combining the disc springs, the number of discs in each group, and the
lubrication of the disc surfaces. Due to the damping effect caused by the frictional force,
the use of multiple-disc spring combinations increases the number of discs compared to
the theoretical calculation of a single-disc spring. As the number of disc springs in the
combined group increases, the deformation of each disc in the group gradually decreases,
so the number of discs in a composite disc spring group should not be too high. Frictional
force mainly exists between the contact surfaces of the disc springs and between the contact
surfaces of the external world. When an axial load is applied to the disc spring, the load
increases. When considering the friction force, the vertical bearing capacity PR of shock
absorber can be calculated according to the following equation [22]:

PR = P · n
1± fM(n− 1)± fR

= Pc ×
f

h0
[(

h0

t
− f

t
)(

h0

t
− f

2t
) + 1] · n

1± fM(n− 1)± fR
(1)
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in which, the negative sign is taken when applying the load, otherwise, the positive sign is
taken. f M is the friction coefficient between the contact surfaces of the disc spring pieces;
f R is the friction coefficient at the edge of the disc spring carrying the load, h0, t are the free
height and thickness of disc spring; n is the number of disc spring; f is the deformation of
the disc spring. In this study, the vertical bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber is
designed to be 498 kN and allows a maximum deformation of 33 mm. Under this condition,
the special design parameters of the disc spring are as follows: D = 250 mm, d = 127 mm,
t = 14 mm, h0 = 5.6 mm, H0 = 19.6 mm. Based on the GB1972-2005, when f = 0.75h0,
P = 249 kN, σOM

b = −1200 N/mm2, σII
c = 1220 N/mm2, the friction coefficients between

the discs are f M = 0.02, f R = 0.03 [36]. Using 2 stacked and 8 paired disc spring sets, the
relationship between the vertical bearing capacity PR and the deformation f (0≤ f ≤ 0.75h0)
of the DSCCP shock absorber can be expressed as:

PR = Pc ×
f

h0
[(

h0

t
− f

t
)(

h0

t
− f

2t
) + 1]× n

1± fM(n− 1)± fR
= 57770× f [(

2
5
− f

14
)(

2
5
− f

28
) + 1]× 2

1± 0.02± 0.03
(2)

When loading:

PR
+ = 121621× f [(

2
5
− f

14
)(

2
5
− f

28
) + 1] (3)

When unloading:

PR
− = 110038× f [(

2
5
− f

14
)(

2
5
− f

28
) + 1] (4)

Figure 2 shows the load-deformation relationship curve during loading and unloading.
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2.2.2. Vertical Stiffness

The theoretical calculation formulas for the stiffness K1 of a single disc spring, the
stiffness K2 of a stacked disc spring group are as follows:

K1 =
dP
d f

=
Pc

h0
[K4

2[(
h0

t
)

2
− 3h0

t
· f

t
+

3
2
(

f
t
)

2
] + 1] (5)

K2 = K1 ·
n

1± fM(n− 1)± fR
(6)

K =
K2

i
(7)
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In which, D, d are the outer and inner diameters of disc spring, i is the number of
paired disc spring groups, K is the total stiffness of the DSCCP shock absorber. Thus, it can
be obtained that the initial stiffness of the DSCCP shock absorber is 33.5 kN/mm, and the
relationship between the stiffness K and the deformation f is as follows:

K+
R = 15202× (

29
25
− 3 f

35
+

3 f 2

392
) (when loading) (8)

K−R = 13755× (
29
25
− 3 f

35
+

3 f 2

392
) (when unloading) (9)

2.2.3. Deformation Energy

The deformation energy dissipation is an important indicator for evaluating energy
absorbing and storing capacity, which can be expressed as:

U1 =
∫ f

0
Pd f =

2E
1− µ2 ·

t5

K1D2 · K4
2(

f
t
)

2
[K4

2(
h0

t
− f

2t
)

2
+ 1] (10)

Equation (10) can be simplified by:

U1 =
Pc f 2

2
[K4

2(
h0

t
− f

2t
)

2
+ 1] (11)

U = n · i ·U1 (12)

where, U1 is the deformation energy of a single disc spring, and U is the deformation energy
of a stacked disc spring group. Based on Equations (10)–(12), the relationship between the
deformation energy U and the deformation f of the DSCCP shock absorber proposed in
this study can be derived:

U = 2588112× f 2[(0.4− f
28

)
2
+ 1] (13)

2.2.4. Design Process

Given the vertical bearing capacity P and the vertical deformation f, the design process
of DSCCP shock absorber can be summarized as follows:

(1) The outer and inner diameters D and d are selected and determined based on the
space situation of the disc spring. Generally speaking, C = D/d = 1.7~2.5. The reason
is that poor space utilization may be caused if D is too large; and difficult installation
of the internal cable may be caused if d is too small.

(2) Designing the ratio between the free height h0 and thickness t based on the self-
deformation characteristics of the disc spring. The ratio is suggested to be h0/t < 0.5 if
a linear relationship is required between bearing capacity and deformation, which
is the common choice. The ratio is suggested to be 0.5 < h0/t <

√
2 if zero stiffness

characteristic is required.
(3) Choosing a stacking and pairing method to form the disc spring group, which is then

used to determine the deformation and bearing capacity of each disc spring. The number
i of paired disc spring group can be calculated according to the total vertical deformation.

(4) Verifying the stress σOM of the disc spring at the OM point, as shown in Figure 3,
which should be less than the ultimate stress of the material. Besides, the stresses at
points II and III should also be checked to meet the design requirements.
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(5) Selecting the pre-compression deformation f 2 and then calculating the initial stiffness.
Usually, f 2 = 0.15~0.2h0.

(6) Calculating the bearing capacity of the steel cable based on the pre-compression
deformation of disc spring, which is then used to select suitable steel cable.

Based on the above key parameters of design and calculation, the relevant parameters
of the DSCCP shock absorber used in the numerical model can be obtained, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. General parameters of the DSCCP shock absorber.

D (mm) d (mm) t (mm) h0 (mm) H0 (mm)

F = 0.75h0

f (mm) F (kN) σII/σIII
(N/mm2)

250 127 14 5.6 19.6 4.2 249 1220

3. Numerical Simulation and Modal Validation
3.1. Model Establishment

The DSCCP shock absorber consists of a group of 16 disc springs, which are stacked
in pairs of two and coupled in eight sets, as shown in Figure 4. A disc spring is mainly
made of spring steel materials such as 60Si2MnA or 50CrVA, with an elastic modulus of
206,000 N/mm2, a yield strength of 1375 MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of 1570 MPa,
and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The ideal elastic–plastic model is adopted for a disc spring.
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The contact surface between discs is thought to be a free contact surface, which
includes two parts: the normal force and the tangential force. The normal force on the
contact surface works once the contact pressure is greater than 0. At the same time, the
tangential force on the contact surface also begins to work, which is defined as the product
of the friction coefficient and normal stress. The contact surfaces are initially maintained in
a static friction equilibrium state. The tangential force increases linearly with the increase
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of normal pressure. After that, once the tangential force reaches the critical shear stress
τbond, the contact surface begins to slide. The friction coefficient between disc springs
is taken as µ1 = 0.005 based on the study of Cai [37]. The disc spring model established
using the ABAQUS platform is shown in Figure 4. The C3D8R element is used, which is a
three-dimensional solid reduced integration element with only one integration point at the
center of the element. This element has eight nodes, with each node having translational
degrees of freedom along the X/Y/Z directions and rotational degrees of freedom around
the X/Y/Z axes. The element has the ability to handle hyper elasticity, stress stiffening,
creep, swelling, large deformation, and large strain, which can effectively simulate the
deformation characteristics of disc springs and the stress characteristics of the upper and
lower floating pressure plates.

To ensure that the disc spring group does not experience lateral displacement during
loading, horizontal constraints are applied at the bottom of the disc spring set,
i.e., U1 = U3 = 0. The upper floating pressure plate is located inside the sleeve, and
its horizontal displacement is also restricted to ensure the horizontal constraint of the disc
spring set. The load is applied on the upper surface, which is coupled at a point. The
grid division of the disc spring is: 50 grids for the inner ring, 100 grids for the outer ring,
16 grids for the radial direction, and three grids for the thickness direction. Two types of
static loadings are adopted, namely linear static loading and semi-periodic sin-function
loading, as shown in Figure 5. During static loading, the loading velocity is very slow to
eliminate the dynamic effect of the DSCCP shock absorber.
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3.2. Analysis of Friction Coefficient µ2

It is known that the friction coefficient µ1 between disc springs is taken as = 0.005
based on the study of Cai [37]. Actually, there is another important friction coefficient µ2,
namely the friction between disc spring and the floating pressure plate. To determine a
reasonable friction coefficient µ2, the mechanical properties of a DSCCP shock absorber
with different friction coefficients µ2 are compared with theoretical calculation results, as
shown in Figure 6 and Table 2. It can be found that the flattening force firstly decreases
and then increases with the increase of friction coefficient µ2 under linear loading. When
µ2 = 0.3, the flattening forces are 678 kN, 647 kN for the numerical and theoretical results,
respectively. The error is a minimum of 4.58% at this condition. Under sin-function loading,
it can be found that the flattening force gradually increases with the increase of friction
coefficient µ2. When µ2 = 0.3, the flattening forces are 675 kN, 647 kN for the numerical and
theoretical results, respectively. The error is also relatively small, which is 4.14%. Therefore,
it is suggested that the friction coefficient µ2 will be appropriate if taken as 0.3.
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Table 2. Flattening force comparisons for DSCCP shock absorber with different friction coefficient µ2.

Loading
Type µ1 µ2

Maximum
Deformation

Numerical
Simulation

I (kN)

Theoretical
Calculation

II (kN)

Error
|(I − II)/I| × 100%

Linear
loading 0.005

0.2 44.8 mm 727 647 11.01%

0.3 44.8 mm 678 647 4.58%

0.4 44.8 mm 685 647 5.48%

0.5 44.8 mm 732 647 11.60%

0.6 44.8 mm 736 647 12.05%

Sin-function
loading 0.005

0.2 44.8 mm 670 647 3.33%

0.3 44.8 mm 675 647 4.14%

0.4 44.8 mm 681 647 5.04%

0.5 44.8 mm 688 647 5.97%

0.6 44.8 mm 696 647 7.51%

3.3. Model Validation

Figure 7 and Table 3 show the results of the DSCCP shock absorber model under the
two static loadings. It can be seen that the relationship is basically proportional between
loading and deformation under linear static loading. When the maximum deformation
of 44.8 mm is reached, the flattening load is 643,225 N, which has an error of only 0.59%
with the theoretical calculation. When sin-function static loading is adopted, there is a
phenomenon of non-coincidence of loading and unloading. The reason is that there is
friction behavior between the disc spring plates, as well as between the disc spring plates
and the upper and lower floating pressure plates. This frictional behavior is the main
contributions for the energy consumption of disc springs. Under this static loading, the
flattening force at maximum deformation is 635,456 N, which has an error of 1.82% with
the theoretical calculation. Therefore, the effectiveness and rationality of the numerical
model of the DSCCP shock absorber can be guaranteed.
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Table 3. Flattening force comparison between numerical simulation and theoretical calculation.

Loading
Type µ1 µ2

Maximum
Deformation

Numerical
Simulation/I

Theoretical
Calculation/II

Error
|(I − II)/I| × 100%

Linear
loading 0.005 0.3 44.8 mm 643,225 N 647,028 N 0.59%

Sin-function
loading 0.005 0.3 44.8 mm 635,456 N 647,028 N 1.82%

Stress contours of the profile and top surface of the DSCCP shock absorber model
are shown in Figure 8 under the deformations of 0.75h0 = 33.6 mm and h0 = 44.8 mm,
respectively. It can be seen that the stress contours of the disc springs are basically the same
between the two static ladings. The maximum stress occurs at the upper inner edge of disc
spring, where the stress gradually decreases from inside to outside. The stress contours
of the top plate are relatively consistent and uniform. Under the vertical deformation of
33.6 mm, the maximum and minimum stress values are 96.75 MPa and 0.044 MPa for the
linear loading, 93.22 MPa and 0.042 MPa for the sin-function loading. Under the vertical
deformation of 44.8 mm, the maximum and minimum stress values are 114.2 MPa and
0.32 MPa for the linear loading, 114.1 MPa and 0.42 MPa for the sin-function loading. It
can be concluded that differences of the stresses between the two loadings are very small,
supporting the rationality of the numerical model.
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4. Mechanical Property Test
4.1. Design and Production of Test Prototype

The experimental specimen the DSCCP shock absorber is made of a cover steel plate,
floating pressure steel plate, steel sleeve, disc spring and cables. The upper cover plate
serves as the sealing plate for the DSCCP shock absorber, which has five through-holes, as
shown in Figure 9a. The center hole with a diameter of 20 mm serves as the exit hole for the
upper floating pressure plate. The four surrounding holes serve as reserved bolt holes for
connecting to the sleeve. The upper and lower floating plates have diameters of 150 mm
and 190 mm, respectively, with unified thickness of 20 mm. A connecting rod with a length
of 150 mm and a diameter of 20 mm is used to connect to the fixture of the testing machine,
which is fixed on the floating plate, as shown in Figure 9b. The upper and lower plates of
the disc spring group are both cylindrical bodies with a thickness of 20 mm and a diameter
of 150 mm. Each of the plate has three through-holes and three bolt holes with a diameter
of 8 mm, as shown in Figure 9c. The sleeve is a steel cylinder with an outer diameter of
190 mm, an inner diameter of 150 mm, and a height of 282 mm. Six bolt holes with depth of
50 mm are reserved for connecting to the cover plate, as shown in Figure 9d.
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The upper and lower floating plates are connected by six two-group steel cables with a
diameter of 6 mm. One end of the steel cable is fixed on the spring bottom plate connected
to the lower floating pressure plate, and the other end is fixed by passing through the upper
plate and being secured by a self-locking anchor on the upper floating pressure plate. The
distance between the upper floating pressure plate and the upper cover plate is 30 mm. The
size of the upper cover plate is designed according to the construction requirements. To
ensure that the disc spring works properly and avoid lateral displacement during loading,
the disc spring is placed inside the sleeve with a distance of 1.5 mm between the disc
spring and the sleeve. The assembly-type components are used in the experiment specimen,
which is easy to assemble, disassemble, and replace. The final physical prototype of the
test specimen is shown in Figure 9e. The parameters of the disc spring used in the test
specimen are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters of the disc spring used in the test specimen.

Outer
Diameter
D (mm)

Inner
Diameter

d (mm)

Thickness
t (mm)

Free Height
h0 (mm)

Total Height
H0 (mm)

Deformation f = 0.75h0

f (mm) F (kN) σII or σIII
c

(N/mm2)

140 72 8 3.2 11.2 2.4 75.3 1280

4.2. Test Loading Scheme Design

The DSCCP shock absorber specimens were loaded using an MTS 250 kN electro-
hydraulic servo fatigue testing system. The maximum stroke of the testing machine is
1000 mm, which meets the loading requirements of the specimens. The loading force and
displacement are both measured and obtained within the loading system. The loading
schematic of the specimen is shown in Figure 10.
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In order to study the mechanical performance of the DSCCP shock absorber, static and
dynamic loading tests were conducted. The mechanical performance, such as tensile and
compressive forces, equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio, was analyzed based
on experimental data. A displacement control loading method was adopted during the
static and dynamic loadings. The static loading test included axial tensile and compressive
tests. Static loading was applied slowly from the equilibrium position until it reached the
designed operating deformation position of 24 mm, in which the maximum deformation of
the DSCCP shock absorber is 32 mm. Dynamic loading involved reciprocating motion at
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the equilibrium position of the shock absorber, taking into account parameter effects, such
as different loading frequencies, loading amplitudes and pre-compression deformations.
The dynamic loading cases of the shock absorber are shown in Table 5, and the dynamic
loading schematic is shown in Figure 11. Correspondingly, the numerical calculations were
also conducted for these cases.

Table 5. Cases of the dynamic loading.

Case Pre-Compression Deformation/mm Loading Frequency/Hz Loading Amplitude/mm

1~4 6.0 0.5/1.0/1.5/2.0 6.0

5~8 8.0 0.5/1.0/1.5/2.0 6.0

9~12 10.0 0.5/1.0/1.5/2.0 6.0

13~15 10.0 1.0 4.0/8.0/10.0
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4.3. Static Test Results

The maximum deformation of the designed DSCCP shock absorber is 32 mm, and
the allowable deformation in the design is 75% of the maximum deformation [22], which
is 24 mm. The force–deformation relationship curve of the DSCCP shock absorber can
be obtained through static tension and compression tests. The result comparison with
theoretical calculation results and numerical simulation results is shown in Figure 12. From
Figure 12a, it can be seen that the bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber under the
design compression deformation condition is 178 kN, which is slightly different from the
theoretical calculation and numerical simulation results, with errors of 3.82% and 4.21%,
respectively, as given in Table 6. The bearing capacity under the condition of ultimate
compressive deformation is 227 kN, with errors of 1.77% and 8.97% compared to theoretical
calculation and numerical simulation results, respectively. From the Figure 12b, it can be
seen that the bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber under the design tension defor-
mation condition is 183 kN, which is also slightly different from the theoretical calculation
and numerical simulation results, with errors of 7.32% and 7.73%, respectively, as given
in Table 6. The bearing capacity under the condition of ultimate tension deformation is
232 kN, with errors of 4.47% and 6.56% compared to theoretical calculation and numerical
simulation results, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the designed DSCCP
shock absorber is reasonable and feasible, and can reflect the mechanical behavior of the
actual shock absorber device.
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Table 6. Comparison of the force of the DSCCP shock absorber among test, simulation and theory.

Loading Items Theory Simulation Test Error
IV = (I − III)/I × 100%

Error
V = (II− III)/II× 100%

Static compression
test

f = 0.75h0 24 mm 24 mm 24 mm 0 0

P (0.75h0) 171 kN 171 kN 178 kN −3.82% −4.21%

f = h0 32 mm 32 mm 32 mm 0 0

P (h0) 223 kN 249 kN 227 kN −1.77% 8.97%

Static tension test

f = 0.75h0 24 mm 24 mm 24 mm 0 0

P (0.75h0) 171 kN 171 kN 183 kN −7.32% −7.73%

f = h0 32 mm 32 mm 32 mm 0 0

P (h0) 223 kN 249 kN 232 kN −4.47% 6.56%

4.4. Dynamic Test Results
4.4.1. Test Result

The hysteresis curve of the shock absorber under different pre-compression deforma-
tions, loading frequencies, and loading amplitudes is shown in Figure 13. Comparison
results of equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of the DSCCP shock absorber
are shown in Table 7. It can be seen that the hysteresis envelope of the DSCCP shock
absorber is very small when the loading displacement is small. However, as the loading
displacement increases, the corresponding envelope continues to increase, indicating that
the energy dissipation capacity of the shock absorber gradually increases with the increase
of loading displacement. In addition, as the loading displacement gradually increases, the
bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber shows a trend of slow growth and then
rapid linear growth under different cases. It can also be found that the force–deformation
relationship curves of the DSCCP shock absorber obtained based on numerical and ex-
perimental results have good consistency under different pre-compression deformations,
loading frequencies, and loading amplitudes. The average errors of equivalent stiffness and
equivalent damping ratio of the shock absorber are 2.31% and 4.99% among the 15 loading
cases, respectively. Correspondingly, the maximum errors are 6.82% and 9.86% among the
15 cases, respectively, which further validates the rationality of the proposed shock absorber.
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Table 7. Comparison results of equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio. 

Case 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

Equivalent Stiffness 
(kN/mm) Error 

(I − II)/I × 100% 
Equivalent Damping Ratio Error (III − IV)/III × 

100% 
Test/I Simulation/II Test/III Simulation/IV 

1 0.5 5.41 5.11 5.55% 0.076 0.075 1.32% 
2 1 5.4 5.36 0.74% 0.075 0.077 −2.67% 
3 1.5 5.29 5.29 0.00% 0.07 0.075 −7.14% 

Figure 13. Force–deformation relationship curves.
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Table 7. Comparison results of equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio.

Case
Frequency

(Hz)

Equivalent Stiffness
(kN/mm) Error

(I − II)/I × 100%

Equivalent Damping Ratio Error
(III − IV)/III × 100%

Test/I Simulation/II Test/III Simulation/IV

1 0.5 5.41 5.11 5.55% 0.076 0.075 1.32%

2 1 5.4 5.36 0.74% 0.075 0.077 −2.67%

3 1.5 5.29 5.29 0.00% 0.07 0.075 −7.14%

4 2 5.27 5.27 0.00% 0.071 0.078 −9.86%

5 0.5 6.58 6.55 0.46% 0.089 0.086 3.37%

6 1 6.49 6.28 3.24% 0.086 0.091 −5.81%

7 1.5 6.49 6.11 5.86% 0.087 0.09 −3.45%

8 2 6.45 6.01 6.82% 0.087 0.091 −4.60%

9 0.5 7.6 7.63 −0.39% 0.153 0.158 −3.27%

10 1 7.56 7.39 2.25% 0.107 0.1 6.54%

11 1.5 7.48 7.21 3.61% 0.107 0.101 5.61%

12 2 7.45 7.19 3.49% 0.109 0.108 0.92%

13 1 8.21 8.07 1.71% 0.086 0.078 9.30%

14 1 6.76 6.75 0.15% 0.107 0.112 −4.67%

15 1 6.14 6.12 0.33% 0.143 0.134 6.29%

4.4.2. Result Discussion

The influence of loading frequency on the equivalent stiffness and damping ratio of
the DSCCP shock absorber is shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that the loading frequency
has a certain degree of influence on the equivalent stiffness and damping ratio for the shock
absorber under different pre-compression deformations. As the loading frequency increases,
the equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio show a gradually decreasing trend, but
the degree of reduction is not significant. For example, when the loading frequency increases
from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz, reductions of equivalent stiffness are 2.59%, 1.98%, and 1.97% under
pre-compression deformation of 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm, respectively. Correspondingly,
reductions of equivalent damping ratio are 7.89%, 3.37%, and 5.31%, respectively.
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Figure 15 shows the curves of the equivalent stiffness and additional damping ratio of
the DSCCP shock absorber with changing of the pre-compression deformation in different
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loading frequencies. Figure 16 shows the force-deformation relationship curves in different
pre-compression deformations. It can be observed that as the pre-compression deformation
increases, the equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of the DSCCP shock
absorber show a linear increasing trend. For example, under the condition of the loading
frequency of 1.0 Hz, the equivalent stiffness of the shock absorber at pre-compression
deformations of 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm are 5.4 kN/mm, 6.5 kN/mm, and 7.6 kN/mm,
respectively. Correspondingly, the equivalent damping ratios are 7.5%, 8.6%, and 10.7%,
respectively. Under the conditions of the other loading frequencies, the relationships
between equivalent stiffness and pre-compression deformation, equivalent damping ratio
and pre-compression deformation are also similar. The reason is that the pressure between
the disc springs will be increasing with the increase of pre-compression deformation,
leading to an increase in Coulomb friction. Therefore, the equivalent damping ratio of the
DSCCP shock absorber increases gradually.
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Figure 17 shows the relationship curves between the equivalent stiffness and addi-
tional damping ratio of the DSCCP shock absorber as a function of the loading amplitude.
Figure 18 shows the force–deformation relationship curves in different loading amplitudes.
As shown in these figures, under the same loading frequency and pre-compression defor-
mation, the equivalent stiffness of the DSCCP shock absorber shows a linear decreasing
trend as the loading amplitude increases. When the loading frequency and pre-compression
deformation are constant, as the loading amplitude increases, the equivalent damping
ratio also increases. For example, the equivalent damping ratio is 9.48% for a loading
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amplitude of 6 mm, which increases to 14.32% for an amplitude of 10 mm, indicating that
the higher the loading amplitude, the more the energy dissipation capacity of the DSCCP
shock absorber.
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5. Conclusions

(1) A new vertical disc spring-cable counter pressure (DSCCP) shock absorber was pro-
posed and validated, which has a function such that the disc spring group is always
in a compression working state and causes energy dissipation, regardless of whether
it is in tension or compression motion.

(2) The friction coefficients between disc springs, and between the disc spring and cover
plate, are suggested to be 0.005 and 0.3, respectively, to achieve the best agreement
between numerical and theoretical results for the mechanical performance of the
DSCCP shock absorber. For example, the errors of the flattening force of the DSCCP
shock absorber between simulation and theory are only 4.58% under linear static
loading, and 4.14% under sin-function static loading.

(3) Under static loading, the bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber shows a
linear relationship with the loading displacement. The static compression and tensile
results show consistent agreement with theory, simulation and experiment. Under the
condition of ultimate tensile deformation, the errors between the experimental results
and the theoretical and numerical results are only 4.47% and 6.56%, respectively.

(4) Under dynamic loading, the bearing capacity of the DSCCP shock absorber first shows
a trend of slow growth, then rapid growth with the increase of loading displacement.
The energy dissipation capacity of the shock absorber shows an increase with the
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increase of loading displacement. The minimum equivalent damping ratio of all the
dynamic test cases is 7% (case 3), and the maximum is up to 15.3% (case 9).

(5) Under the same pre-compression deformation conditions, the equivalent stiffness
and equivalent damping ratio of the shock absorber slowly decrease with the loading
frequency, with a maximum decrease of only 2.59%. Under the same loading fre-
quency, the equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of the shock absorber
exhibit a linear and significantly increasing trend with pre-compression deformation.
Under the same loading frequency and pre-compression deformation conditions, the
equivalent stiffness of the shock absorber decreases continuously with the increase of
loading frequency, but the equivalent damping ratio increases continuously with the
loading frequency.
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